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CIMdata News 
CIMdata Announces the Appointment of Gerard Litjens as Vice President, EMEA 
9 August 2016 
CIMdata, Inc., the global strategic PLM management consulting and research firm, announces the 
promotion of Gerard Litjens to the newly created position of Vice President Europe, Middle East, and 
Africa. Mr. Litjens, who joined CIMdata in 2000, has been serving as CIMdata’s Director of European 
Operations since June 2010.  
"This promotion recognizes Gerard's contribution to CIMdata and CIMdata's expanding global footprint 
into the Middle Eastern and African markets. CIMdata has been an international company for over 30 
years, with associates in Europe and Asia, and a wholly owned subsidiary in Europe. This newly created 
position emphasizes the importance of our expansion into these regions and their need for our expertise. 
Mr. Litjens will concentrate on growing CIMdata’s business across Europe, Middle East, and Africa, 
both autonomously and through local partnerships," said Mr. Peter Bilello, CIMdata's President. 
Commenting on his new appointment, Mr. Litjens said, “To me CIMdata has always been, and 
continues to be, a big family where each member does whatever is required to contribute to the 
company’s success and outstanding position in the PLM market. Being appointed to this new position of 
Vice President EMEA is a big compliment for our business expansion across the region, and a great 
stimulus to continue these efforts.”  
Mr. Litjens has more than 30 years of experience in Information and Communication Technology, 
Product and Plant Lifecycle Management, and other business-enabling solutions for research, 
engineering, and manufacturing organizations worldwide. He has held various positions in consulting, 
management, business development, business analysis, education, and ROI development of PDM/PLM, 
supply chain management, ERP solutions, and Software Engineering. He is also a regular speaker at 
national and international events. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 
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competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 
Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on Improving Collaboration in the Aerospace Design Chain 
11 August 2016 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
an upcoming free educational webinar, “Improving Collaboration in the Aerospace Design Chain.” The 
webinar will take place on September 15, 2016 at 11:00 a.m. (EDT).  
Over the past decade, aerospace OEMs have dramatically increased their dependence on ever expanding 
global design chains. Over the past three years a group of leading aerospace OEMs has funded extensive 
research to identify and provide insights on weaknesses, barriers, and problems in the current state and 
how these conditions will evolve over time. The research initially focused on the perspective of the 
OEMs, and then, in a second round, compiled insights from more than 20 companies at all levels in the 
design chain. During this webinar CIMdata researchers will review their findings and discuss 
implications for future improvements in collaboration standards, technology, and processes. 
According to the webinar host, CIMdata’s Director for Aerospace & Defense, James Roche, “The 
assumption that the solutions to design chain collaboration problems are primarily data standards and 
technology based is wrong. Our research reveals that while data standards and technology can be 
important contributors, the major opportunities for improvement are in streamlining, formalizing, and 
standardizing collaboration processes and practices within and across the design chain.” 
Mr. Roche has over 30 years of experience in transformation and IT enablement of product development 
and manufacturing processes. He has been a strategic advisor and program manager for PLM programs 
across the United States, Europe, and Asia. Before joining CIMdata Mr. Roche was a PLM Practice 
Manager at CSC Consulting and at A.T. Kearney. He was also at EDS, where served as the chief 
architect for General Motors’ worldwide engineering systems and as head technical negotiator for 
strategic supplier contracts.  
For this webinar, Mr. Roche will be joined by CIMdata’s practice manager for the Design Creation & 
Collaboration Knowledge Council, Dr. Ken Versprille. Dr. Versprille has over 35 years of experience in 
the application of computer-based solutions for engineering and manufacturing. He also spent 15 years 
at Computervision, where he had responsibility for the initial design of Computervision’s 3D graphics 
system. Dr. Versprille is recognized for publishing the first description of NURBS, the mathematical 
curve-and-surface formulation, now an international standard in CAD and Computer Graphics. In 2005, 
he received a Lifetime Achievement Award from The CAD Society.  
The webinar will be an hour long and will consider: a taxonomy of global product development 
collaboration adopted by the major aerospace and defense OEMs; the current state and future trends in 
collaboration; the limits of current collaboration technologies; high potential improvement opportunities; 
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the weaknesses, barriers, and problems in the current state and how these conditions will evolve over 
time; and recommendations for improving collaboration within the aerospace design chain. 
The webinar will be useful to PLM program and project leaders, PLM program and project planners, 
product development managers and team leaders, product development collaboration managers, product 
development collaboration process planners, data exchange coordinators, design supplier managers and 
coordinators, design customer managers and coordinators, PLM collaboration network IT professionals, 
and anyone who wants to learn more about improving collaboration in the aerospace design chain. 
During the webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To 
find out more, visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/webinar-improving-
collaboration-in-the-aerospace-design-chain. To register for this webinar please  
visit: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8861409881689233921  

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 
Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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CIMdata Publishes AEC Market Overview Report 
9 August 2016 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
the release of the 2016 AEC Market Overview Report. This is the first detailed analysis from CIMdata 
of the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) market and represents an expansion of the 
CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series. The 2016 AEC Market Overview Report includes 
discussions of trends in the market and how AEC solution providers are responding. The report 
documents CIMdata’s estimates for the global AEC market for the calendar year 2015, including 2015 
revenue results and forecast revenues for 2016 through 2020. 
The market for AEC as measured in U.S. dollars grew more slowly in 2015 compared to prior years, and 
growth in 2016 is likewise expected to be muted. This is a result of a combination of currency exchange 
rate fluctuations and changes in subscription models by certain AEC solution providers. CIMdata 
expects growth to rebound strongly starting in 2017, with particular growth in solutions for construction 
applications. The chart of historical and forecast solution provider revenues shown below is one of more 
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than 20 charts and tables included in the report. 

 
The level of PLM investment in the AEC market has historically been lower than for manufacturing 
however, technology and business trends are driving a convergence between AEC and manufacturing. A 
push toward interoperability and wider support for standards is beginning to break down the historical 
siloes among functional disciplines in AEC, and between AEC and manufacturing. New technology 
solutions are leveraging and extending the use of Building Information Modeling (BIM) data to support 
construction and facility operations. The AEC industry is adopting production techniques from 
manufacturing and expanding the use of configured and prefabricated modules. Taken together, these 
trends promise to help close the long-standing productivity gap between construction and 
manufacturing. New term subscription licensing models from solution providers are accelerating the 
adoption of technology in AEC by providing more flexible pricing schemes that fit the needs of project-
based work. 
“The AEC market saw a number of interesting changes in 2015,” states Ed Martin, CIMdata Practice 
Director for AEC and Manufacturing Convergence. “Although headline growth was below recent 
historical levels, there were several changes which bode well for the near future. Most providers are 
building out offerings for cloud services and mobile solutions, usually combined with term subscription 
licensing models. The industry is seeing strong growth in solutions that directly impact construction 
productivity, including construction management and virtual design and construction (VDC). The AEC 
market is also notable for the number of small and startup companies contributing to innovation in the 
industry.” 
The report includes data detailing AEC historical revenue and forecasts, revenues by sub-segment, 
revenues by geography, and a split of software and services revenues. The report also includes market 
size estimates based on solution provider revenues for AEC software products and related services, 
market shares of AEC providers by various measurements, discussions of key technology trends and 
related solution providers, and other information related to AEC software providers. Leading AEC 
solution providers profiled include Aconex, Aspen Technology, Autodesk, AVEVA, Bentley Systems, 
Dassault Systèmes, Hexagon AB, Nemetschek Group, Oracle, Procore Technologies, RIB Software AG, 
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SAP, Siemens PLM Software, Trimble Navigation, and Viewpoint Construction Software. The report 
includes charts that highlight these market leaders, focusing on total revenues, splits by software and 
services, sub-segment, and geography. Several smaller providers with notable solutions and innovations 
are also profiled briefly. 
The CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series is packaged as five modules covering the overall 
PLM market, and can be purchased as a set or purchased separately. Three segments are profiled in 
additional reports—the CAM Market Analysis Report, Simulation & Analysis Market Analysis Report, 
and now the AEC Market Overview Report. CIMdata PLM Community members receive discounts on 
the reports. Further details and pricing information about the report and Community Memberships are 
available at www.CIMdata.com. 
CIMdata is offering a reduced introductory price for the inaugural issue of the AEC Market Overview 
Report. This introductory offer is available from now through October 3, 2016. A discount for this 
report is also available for any customer that schedules an AEC related briefing with a CIMdata 
consultant. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia 
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 
Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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Acquisitions 
Central Innovation Acquires Cadimage Group 
1 August 2016 
Central Innovation and Cadimage Group Limited today announce an agreement in which Central 
Innovation has acquired 100% of the assets of Cadimage Group and Cadimage UK. This action is 
intended to advance Central Innovation’s mission to become a leading provider of design and workflow 
solutions to the Manufacturing and AEC Sectors in Australia and New Zealand. 
The acquisition combines the strengths of both organisations to create a comprehensive suite of OPEN 
BIM solutions in Australia and New Zealand. The range of solutions includes Best of Breed software 
including ARCHICAD, DDS-CAD and Solibri of which Central Innovation is the exclusive distributor 
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across Australia and New Zealand. 
CEO of Central Innovation, Max Piper, said, "with the joining of Central Innovation and Cadimage we 
can leverage the strengths of both teams to create complete solutions for customers across the AEC 
market in Australia and New Zealand." 
"Cadimage Group has over 27 years in New Zealand and Central Innovation has 25 years of service in 
Australia to AEC Customers. By combining these two great companies, we are essentially placing the 
final puzzle piece and will be able to go to market stronger than ever," Piper went on to say. 
“This really is a great step forward for both companies. For us we have found a company who values 
and understands our business and customers. This deal ensures that our existing team and solutions 
offering will continue and grow,” said Cadimage Group Managing Director, Campbell Yule. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens Strengthens Footprint in Additive Manufacturing 
2 August 2016 
Siemens has acquired a majority stake (85 percent) in Materials Solutions Ltd., one of the world leaders 
in Additive Manufacturing (AM) processing and production. The remaining 15 percent will be held by 
the founder of the company Carl Brancher. Materials Solutions in Worcester is a pioneer in the use of 
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) technology for the manufacture of high-performance metal parts. A 
specialty of the company is making turbomachinery parts, particularly high temperature applications for 
gas turbines where accuracy, surface finish and the highest quality of the materials is critical to ensure 
operational performance of the parts in service. In August 2015, Siemens Venture Capital acquired a 
minority stake (14 percent) in the company that currently employs more than 20 highly qualified 
engineers. Financial details of the deal were not disclosed. 
"With the acquisition of Materials Solutions, we are able to secure world-leading expertise in materials 
and AM process development with focus on high-temperature super alloys. The company's strength is to 
turn models into high quality components in record time. Clearly Materials Solutions fits perfectly 
within our vision for growth and application of advanced technologies within our Power & Gas 
portfolio," said Willi Meixner, CEO of Siemens Power and Gas Division. 
Founded in 2006, Materials Solutions has proven applications in high demanding fields such as 
aerospace, power generation and motor sports. "We are very proud to become a part of Siemens," said 
Carl Brancher, CEO of Materials Solutions. "I am sure our know-how and experience will make a 
significant contribution to Siemens' Additive Manufacturing strategy. Materials Solutions is developing 
the applications know-how and a supply chain for the world's most advanced engineering companies – 
delivering processes and precision parts from 3D CAD models, using software, lasers and metal 
powders," he added. Materials Solutions will continue to focus on supporting external customers in 
those highly demanding environments in order to continuously drive and leverage innovations across 
different industries. 
Since the rise of Additive Manufacturing, Siemens has been investing in the technology and is now 
driving towards industrialization and commercialization. Siemens has been using its internal competence 
in Additive Manufacturing including the support of Corporate Technology to help meet the customers' 
needs.  
Siemens extensively uses AM technology for rapid prototyping and has introduced serial production 
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solutions for rapid manufacturing of small fuel mixers and for rapid repair of burner tips for mid-size 
gas turbines. Siemens in Finspång, Sweden, already started using Additive Manufacturing technology in 
2009 and opened a production facility for metal 3D printed components in February 2016. This 
investment was the first step in the company's plans for mass manufacture and repair of metal parts with 
Additive Manufacturing. The first 3D printed burner component for a Siemens heavy-duty gas turbine is 
in successful commercial operation in a power plant in Brno, Czech Republic. 
Additive Manufacturing is a process that builds parts layer-by-layer from sliced CAD models to form 
solid objects. Also known as '3D Printing' it has for some time been building design verification 
prototypes. Recent advancements in the technology have enhanced the potential of Additive 
Manufacturing for fully manufactured production parts. Fiber lasers are now available with enough 
power to melt high performance metal alloys to manufacture gas turbine or jet engine parts.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Capgemini Consulting Appoints Todd Rovak as Head of North America 
9 August 2016 
Capgemini Consulting today confirmed the appointment of Todd Rovak as Head of North America, in 
place since February. Rovak also retains his leadership role at Fahrenheit 212, an innovation strategy 
and design firm recently acquired by Capgemini and now part of Capgemini Consulting. 
In his dual role, Rovak will help drive Capgemini's digital innovation growth strategy by leveraging the 
combined capabilities of Fahrenheit 212 and Capgemini Consulting. Highly entrepreneurial and 
outcome-driven, Fahrenheit 212 has spent the last 12 years refining a proprietary, systematized 
innovation methodology that fuses consumer-centered inventiveness with deep commercial acumen. 
Fahrenheit 212 helps clients design innovations that drive predictable growth - a process that is now 
strengthened by Capgemini's ability to digitize operations and business processes, as well as develop and 
manage applications and IT infrastructure. Fahrenheit 212 has helped unlock new growth opportunities 
for clients such as The Coca-Cola Company, Marriott and Citi. 
"Together, Capgemini Consulting and Fahrenheit 212 represent a new breed of consultancy, designed to 
harness the power of innovation as a true capability that helps clients accelerate their growth trajectory, 
transform their industries and build lasting competitive advantage," said Rovak. "Delivering on this 
ambition requires an obsession over our people – cultivating and mobilizing a distinctive talent base – 
along with a focus on leveraging Capgemini's breadth of capabilities in new ways that enable 
innovations to scale into enterprise-level successes." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Centric Software shows at Stockholm’s Fashion Business Days 
10 August 2016 
Centric Software announces its sponsorship of Fashion Business Days, a business-oriented program 
created by the Swedish Fashion Council.  The event brings together brands, buyers and media to view 
new collections, take in inspirational seminars and network. 
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Empowered by the rise of e-commerce and online editorial coverage, Swedish fashion businesses now 
have a direct line to shoppers outside their local market. Fashion became the country’s fastest-growing 
export in 2014. 
“Both established and emerging brands are now looking beyond their domestic customers,” explains 
Daniel di Benedetto, Centric Software’s Sales Director for the region.  “But in order to succeed on the 
international stage, where product planning, costing and improving margins are more complex, these 
companies need to think digitally and compete on an even technological playing field.” 
The Swedish Fashion Council targets rising talents with mentorship programs and Fashion Business 
Days will emphasize the importance of accessible, affordable technology tailored to the needs of 
growing businesses. 
In addition to its enterprise-class Centric 8 PLM solution, Centric has distilled the best of extended PLM 
into a cloud-based package, Centric SMB which includes essential modules, best practices and key 
industry learnings gleaned from working with many of the world’s best-known brands. Centric allows 
emerging brands to compete on an even footing with industry giants. 
“Swedish brands are incredibly strong locally and globally, and Centric is proud to be actively involved 
in the region,” says Chris Groves, President and CEO of Centric Software.  “Our technologies are 
already used by some of the biggest fashion names on the planet to improve margins, improve 
transparency and sustainability, and drive business growth,” Groves adds.  “Our commitment is to make 
the same innovative tools available to Swedish and Nordic brands.” 
Centric will be on-hand at the Fashion Business Days to demonstrate its suite of mobile PLM 
applications – including solutions for product presentation, improving fit, capturing inspiration, field 
testing prototypes – and its robust Collection Management module for PLM, both designed to 
dynamically extend the power of PLM to merchandisers, marketing, sales and field teams. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CGTech and BA Composites Enter into Cooperation to Simplify Automatic Fiber Placement 
Processes 
8 August 2016 
CGTech and BA Composites have announced a collaboration that brings together the market-leading 
strengths of both companies. The common goal for this cooperation is to enable manufacturers of 
composite components an efficient programming method of the laying processes on the first standalone 
fiber placement machining center, the "STAXX Compact." With VERICUT, the time-consuming and 
expensive manual prove-out on the machine can shift to a virtual environment, thereby freeing the 
machine to produce production parts.  
"There is a clear need for machine independent programming software, which is regularly updated and 
maintained as part of their standard software by a recognized software provider," said Hans Erkelenz, 
CEO of CGTech Germany GmbH.  
The VERICUT Composite Application suite is machine-independent off-line programming and 
simulation software for CNC composite fabrication machinery. It provides tools for composite part 
designers, mechanical engineers, process engineers, NC programmers, and manufacturing engineers.  
VERICUT Composite Programming (VCP) reads CAD surfaces and ply boundary information and adds 
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material to fill the plies according to user-specified manufacturing standards and requirements. Layup 
paths are then linked together to form specific layup sequences and output as NC programs for the 
automated layup machine.  
VERICUT Composite Simulation (VCS) reads CAD models and NC programs, either from VCP or 
other composite layup path-generation applications, and simulates the sequence of NC programs on a 
virtual machine. Material is applied to the layup form via NC program instructions in a virtual CNC 
simulation environment. The simulated material applied to the form can be measured and inspected to 
ensure the NC program follows manufacturing standards and requirements. A report showing simulation 
results and statistical information can be automatically created. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CSR Corporation Looks to ZWCAD to Design World-Class Transportation Equipment 
29 July 2016 
CSR Corporation Limited (CSR) is an “innovative enterprise” awarded by Ministry of Science and 
Technology of the People’s Republic of China, and it is also the largest rail transportation equipment 
manufacturer in China. It owns four national R&D and experiment institutions including national 
engineering center of converting technology, national engineering laboratory of high-speed train system 
integration, national key laboratory of EMU and locomotive traction and control and national research 
center of high-speed EMU assembly engineering technology, six national nationally accredited 
corporate technical centers, seven test and experimental centers accredited by China National 
Accreditation Service for Conformity Assessment and six postdoctoral workstations, and it has 
established the first overseas industrial power and electronic R&D center of China’s rail transit 
equipment manufacturing in the U.S. and a semiconductor R&D centers in the UK.  
CSR industrial park, which is located in Yinzhou District, Ningbo, gathers five related technical and 
manufacturing units of CSR. As one of CSR’s manufacturing bases, Ningbo CSR industrial park has 
introduced the latest technologies of locomotive manufacturing while it has also brought the most 
advanced equipment or software system, for example, ERP、CAD/CAM and PDM to its management 
and product design – The production mode of CSR has changed from production-centered to customer-
centered.   
Currently, CSR is comprehensively promoting the information construction in order to maintain its 
competitive edge. The responsible person of Ningbo CSR industrial park stresses that the information 
construction is a long-term project, considering its strong correlation, single software may have solved 
some of enterprises’ problems. However, in terms of overall situation, answers to local problems may 
not be answers to the integration problems. Therefore, they require that the integrator should has 
obvious technical and service strength to provide a suitable and feasible solution. 
When speaking of choosing a CAD application, “Under the overall framework of information 
construction, we require that the CAD we choose must be able to seamlessly integrate with other 
software, because it is closely associated with the whole situation of informatization. So we value the 
real strength of the software providers, they must be able to provide high-quality products as well as 
timely and convenient technical support.” According to the responsible person of CSR industrial park. 
“ZWSOFT is an innovative CAD application provider with over 15 years of experience, with which 
they’ve convinced me that they are capable of handling all sorts of problems we may encounter during 
information integration. More importantly, even Baosteel and Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding Group 
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have chosen ZWCAD, and they seem to highly recommend it, so we are confident that we have made 
the right choice.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Fujitsu Develops High-Speed Technology to Process Deep Learning 
9 August 2016 
Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. today announced the development of software technology that uses multiple 
GPUs to enable high-speed deep learning powered by the application of supercomputer software 
parallelization technology. 
 
A conventional method to accelerate deep learning is to use multiple computers equipped with GPUs, 
networked and arranged in parallel. The issue with this method is that the effects of parallelization 
become progressively harder to obtain as the time required to share data between computers increases 
when more than 10 computers are used at the same time. 
 
Fujitsu Laboratories has newly developed parallelization technology to efficiently share data between 
machines, and applied it to Caffe, an open source deep learning framework widely used around the 
world. To confirm effectiveness with a wide range of deep learning, Fujitsu Laboratories evaluated the 
technology on AlexNet(1), where it was confirmed to have achieved learning speeds with 16 and 64 
GPUs that are 14.7 and 27 times faster, respectively, than a single GPU. These are the world's fastest 
processing speeds(2), representing an improvement in learning speeds of 46% for 16 GPUs and 71% for 
64 GPUs. With this technology, machine learning that would have taken about a month on one computer 
can now be processed in about a day by running it on 64 GPUs in parallel. 
 
With this technology, research and development periods using deep learning can be shortened, enabling 
the development of higher-quality learning models. Fujitsu Laboratories aims to commercialize this 
technology as part of Fujitsu Limited's AI technology, Human Centric AI Zinrai, as it works together 
with customers to put AI to use. 
 
Details of this technology were announced at SWoPP 2016 (Summer United Workshops on Parallel, 
Distributed and Cooperative Processing), being held from August 8 to 10 in Matsumoto, Nagano 
Prefecture, Japan. 
 
Development Background 
In recent years, research into an AI method called deep learning has been ongoing, and the results have 
been rates of image, character and sound recognition that exceed those of humans. 
 
Deep learning is a technology that has greatly improved the accuracy of recognition compared to 
previous technologies, but in order to achieve this it must repeatedly learn from huge volumes of data. 
This has meant that GPUs, which are better suited for high-speed operations than CPUs, have been 
widely used. However, huge amounts of time are required to learn from large volumes of data in deep 
learning, so deep learning software that operates multiple GPUs in parallel has begun to be developed. 
 
Issues 
Because there is an upper limit to the number of GPUs that can be installed in one computer, in order to 
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use multiple GPUs, multiple computers have to be interconnected through a high-speed network, 
enabling them to share data while doing learning processing. Data sharing in deep learning parallel 
processing is complex, however, as shared data sizes and computation times vary, and operations are 
performed in order, simultaneously using the previous operating results. As a result, additional waiting 
time is required in communication between computers, making it difficult to achieve high-speed results, 
even if the number of computers is increased. 
 
About the New Technology 
By developing and applying two new technologies, Fujitsu Laboratories has achieved speed increases in 
learning processing. The first is a supercomputer software technology that executes communications and 
operations simultaneously and in parallel. The second changes processing methods according to the 
characteristics of the size of shared data and the sequence of deep learning processing. These two 
technologies limit the increase in waiting time between processing batches even with shared data of a 
variety of sizes. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor Fashion Receives International Apparel Federation Endorsement 
10 August 2016 
Infor today announced that Infor Analytics for Fashion has been endorsed by the International Apparel 
Federation (IAF) as a tool that has been developed with strong user input from both apparel brands and 
apparel manufacturers. The IAF represents the global apparel industry, through its national and regional 
industry associations. It advocates continuous improvements in the operation of the supply chain, 
reducing waste and improving the overall performance of the industry, including profitability, corporate 
social responsibility and sustainability. 
"The interests of both buyers and suppliers of apparel are best served by a smoother, faster and smarter 
flow of information and goods between manufacturing firms, their clients and eventually retailers and 
the end consumer. Ultimately, this will lead to more of the right styles on the shelves that consumers 
want, and fewer products that require unplanned markdowns," said Matthijs Crietee, Secretary General, 
International Apparel Federation. "By giving the user the ability to analyze an enormous range of data 
relatively easily across its value chain, IAF believes that Infor Analytics for Fashion offers an important 
contribution towards creating a better apparel industry, globally." 
Infor Analytics for Fashion, part of Infor CloudSuite Fashion, together with Infor business intelligence 
tools deliver industry-specific analytics, robust reporting capabilities and specific key performance 
indicators through personalized dashboards that can be accessed from desktop or mobile devices. With 
Infor, organizations are able to transform information into actionable insights, get a real-time view of 
performance across the business, speed decision making, and unlock the potential of siloed data within 
enterprise applications. 
"The fashion industry is a large, global value chain that is constantly changing based on the economy 
and fluctuating consumer tastes. This creates a mass repository of data that, if collected and analyzed 
properly, can improve efficiency and streamline operations," said Erick Rowe, vice president, Infor 
Retail. "Infor is committed to delivering innovative, scalable applications with industry-specific 
capabilities that can be utilized in the cloud, and this endorsement from the IAF is a testament to our 
success in that area." 
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International TechneGroup Incorporated (ITI) announces GHandI case study on high-quality CFD 
mesh generation – now available  
11 August 2016 
International TechneGroup Limited (ITI) announces availability of the GHandI case study.  GHandi was 
a successful, three-year UK government research initiative aimed at advancing geometry handling and 
integration (GHandI). New capabilities resulting from this project included enabling the automatic 
generation of a high quality mesh for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation of the airflow 
around an aircraft.  
One of the most fundamental properties affecting the aerodynamic performance of a body is its shape. 
Demands for improved performance and optimization of airframe shape simulation and analysis 
continue to increase. ITI’s CADfix team worked with GHandI program partners, including Airbus and 
MBDA, to develop new capabilities for extracting information from geometry and adapting for use 
elsewhere in the aerodynamic simulation process.  
CADfix made three key contributions: advances in the unique CADfix medial object technology, 
automatic domain sub-division of the air close to the aircraft skin into connected partitions, and the 
development of a framework for integrating best in class meshing technologies and external components 
to orchestrate the creation of a high quality hybrid CFD mesh. The results demonstrate the potential for 
real application in future aerospace programs, and extend to improving geometry handling for internal 
airflow simulation in aero engines, hypersonic simulation of missiles, and other advanced aircraft 
simulations.  
“The success of this initiative is meaningful for both the aerospace industry at large and for ITI,” stated 
Mark Gammon, Technical Director and CADfix Product Manager at ITI. “At this time, CADfix is the 
only tool that has proven success in implementing real world applications of the medial object, and has 
achieved exacting and robust results for generating high-quality mesh.”  
Case study may be downloaded here: http://hubs.ly/H03-4_S0 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lantek Exceeds 18,000 Customers Around the World 
4 August 2016 
Lantek is celebrating a milestone. Formed in 1986, the multinational has now exceeded the figure of 
18,000 customers in the more than 100 countries on the five continents where it operates. “We are very 
proud of this achievement which we have managed with the help of the entire Lantek team. We would 
like to use this occasion to thank each and every one of those 18,000 customers for their trust. Without 
them, Lantek would not have reached this position of global leadership in CAD/CAM/MES/ERP 
software solutions for companies that produce sheet metal, tube, and profiled parts using any laser, 
plasma, oxy-fuel, waterjet, shearing or punching technology,” says Juan José Colas, Commercial 
Director of Lantek. 
This highly important milestone in the history of Lantek has been reached in Lantek’s 30th anniversary 
year. It has had three decades of leading the sector, thanks to its commitment to innovation and customer 

http://www.iti-global.com/cadfix
http://info.iti-global.com/medial-object
http://hubs.ly/H03-4_S0
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consultation, adapting its products to their needs and helping them to be more competitive. “Since our 
formation, we have had a clear commitment to international expansion.  This excellent figure is a result 
of our effort to reach more markets and customers with the different solutions that Lantek provides,” 
pointed out the Commercial Director. 
Last year, Lantek grossed more than 18 million euros, an increase of 16% over the previous year. Of this 
figure, more than 88% of the business corresponds to customers outside Spain. The countries where 
Lantek has the most customers are: China, Spain, Italy, France, Brazil, and Germany. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Oracle Awards Tekstream the 2016 Top Partner 
8 August 2016 
Oracle Corporation recognized TekStream Solutions with the Oracle 2016 North America Partner 
Achievement Award in Digital Experience. This award represents outstanding achievement in driving 
adoption of Oracle cloud solutions focused on helping organizations deliver next-generation digital 
experiences with contextual and targeted information to their users and enable employees to access 
information and applications through intuitive portals, composite applications, and mash-ups. 
"One of the reasons TekStream's revenue has grown the way it has is because we've strategically 
increased our investment in Oracle on-premises and specifically their Cloud platform," stated Judd 
Robins, Executive Vice President of Sales and Marketing. "We're excited about continued growth in the 
coming years as Oracles Cloud solutions rapidly become more widely leveraged," he added. 
Over the past few years, Oracle has been making a shift to cloud based technologies. With the 
introduction of Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), TekStream has 
developed strategies to help customers take full advantage of these new innovations. "TekStream has 
always had a focus on creating solutions to address common business needs. With the addition of 
Platform and Infrastructure cloud offerings from Oracle, TekStream is in a position to provide even 
greater offerings to our customers", says Troy Allen, Vice President of Solutions. "There has always 
been a hurdle with configuring and customizing traditional on-premises applications to meet the 
changing needs of the business in a timely manner. Oracle Cloud's technologies allow us to create 
solutions, including Contract Management, Digital Asset Management, and Campaign Management, 
that meet the needs of business now and can be quickly extended to meet growing business needs 
without having to rely on traditional development processes." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Pluralsight Becomes an Official Autodesk Training Partner, Debuts Maya 2017 Courses 
11 August 2016 
Pluralsight today announced a new partnership with Autodesk. The partnership delivers free Pluralsight 
training videos to the Autodesk Knowledge Network, an online community that brings together the 
collective knowledge of Autodesk customers and experts and allows them to converse, educate and 
share information. Effective immediately, Autodesk subscribers will have access to nearly 250 
Pluralsight training clips, including the new "Exploring Maya 2017," a one-hour overview of the famed 
3D platform. 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G110013-001&id=9211903&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.Pluralsight.com
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G110013-001&id=9211906&type=0&url=https%3a%2f%2fknowledge.autodesk.com%2fsearch%23%3fpublisher%3dPluralsight%26allProducts%3dtrue%26sort%3dPublishDate%26page%3d1%26provider%3dPublisher
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G110013-001&id=9211906&type=0&url=https%3a%2f%2fknowledge.autodesk.com%2fsearch%23%3fpublisher%3dPluralsight%26allProducts%3dtrue%26sort%3dPublishDate%26page%3d1%26provider%3dPublisher
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G110013-001&id=9211909&type=0&url=https%3a%2f%2flearn.pluralsight.com%2fcreative%2fmaya
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"I am extremely excited and proud to partner with Autodesk on their Knowledge Network; the 
combination of our instructors and their products is a powerful one," said Andy Rahden, vice president 
of creative, design and engineering at Pluralsight. "Now designers can gain new tricks and techniques 
from some of the best instructors around, for free, on the Autodesk Knowledge Network, or through 
expanded courses on our technology learning platform." 
Pluralsight's coursework will add new insights from industry experts with years of experience teaching 
Autodesk products to the Autodesk Knowledge Network. The training materials cover several subjects -- 
Maya, Fusion 360, 3ds Max, Revit, Inventor, etc. -- with dedicated lessons and documents for visual 
effects, gaming, animation and design. 
"By partnering with Pluralsight, we can offer Autodesk users a range of the best possible tools to help 
them succeed," said Tom Williams, director of the Autodesk Knowledge Network at Autodesk. "As the 
Autodesk Knowledge Network continues to grow, Pluralsight's years of experience with online training 
make them a natural fit for the vibrant Autodesk community." 
The two Maya courses debuted today will be taught by Justin Marshall and Eddie Russell, who have a 
combined 17 years of experience using and teaching Maya. The first course, "Exploring Maya 2017," 
contains eight lessons and delves into the new features available in Maya. It is now available on the 
Autodesk website, and can be accessed directly through the help menu in Maya. The second release, 
"Introduction to Maya 2017," is a complete eleven-hour course that covers the program's full feature set.  

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Joins IoT M2M Council 
10 August 2016 
PTC, provider of ThingWorx, has joined the trade association the IoT M2M Council, whose mission is 
to educate those deploying connected devices in the field. PTC will use its membership in the IMC – 
now with over 18,000 members the largest and fastest-growing trade group in the IoT sector – to show 
enterprises the benefits of integrated systems that can collect and synthesize data from sensors in the 
field. 
"We see the membership as an opportunity to educate enterprises and OEMs about what connectivity 
can do for their business," says John Schaefer, PTC's SVP of Development, who will sit on the IMC 
Board of Governors. "Our ThingWorx platform is designed to make it easier than ever before to deploy 
connected devices remotely and to collect meaningful data from them.  IMC Adopter Members list 
software platforms as one of their highest priorities, so our membership a natural extension of that 
education effort," he says. 
The IMC has just completed its third Quarterly IoT Buyers' Index, which tracks 6- to 24-month buying 
plans for IoT adopters, and tracks those plans according to vertical markets served, size of deployment, 
and types of vendors used. "We know of no other group that is capturing this kind of data on this scale," 
says IMC Executive Director Keith Kreisher, "And the IMC is now leveraging resources as a group to 
produce new surveying tools that will provide crucial data for both IoT adopters and the Sustaining 
Members on our Board." 
The IMC is also in the process of forming its Connected Leadership Committee, a quarterly focus group 
of senior IoT buyers from its member rolls, primarily from Fortune 500 companies, that deploy the 
technology. That group will hold its first meeting in 18 August 2016. 
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SmartBear Appoints President and Chief Operating Officer 
10 August 2016 
SmartBear Software has named Justin Teague as the company’s President and Chief Operating Officer. 
He is joining SmartBear from Bullhorn where, as COO, he owned the growth strategy and execution 
which led the company through a three year period of considerable sales growth in excess of 40 percent 
per year. Previously, Justin was Divisional Vice President and General Manager for product lifecycle 
management giant, PTC, where he led the $600 million mechanical engineering global business unit 
through a $100 million revenue surge. In this new role at SmartBear, Justin is overseeing sales, 
marketing, product management and strategy functions as well as execution. 
“The addition of this new president and COO position will allow SmartBear to accelerate growth in our 
fast growing and dynamic markets this year and beyond,” said Doug McNary, CEO of SmartBear. 
“Justin’s extensive general management experience and knowledge of high velocity go-to-market 
models will be a great addition to the SmartBear team in order to drive revenue globally.” 
As Bullhorn’s COO, Justin managed all aspects of the company’s global sales operations and strategic 
growth initiatives after also managing the customer success organizations including support, services 
and renewals. Bullhorn is one of the software industry’s fastest growing cloud/SaaS companies and 
leader in vertical CRM solutions. He also led the company’s CRM strategy for emerging verticals and 
the related go-to market strategy. Prior to Bullhorn, for more than 14 years, Justin drove revenue and 
profit growth within global businesses as a GM for acquired companies at PTC. He also held several 
sales and operations leadership roles domestically and abroad. 
Justin also held various sales and support positions at The Learning Company, a leading educational and 
consumer software company. He has a bachelor’s degree in business administration with a minor in 
finance from Providence College. 
“It’s a great time to join SmartBear considering their leadership position in the fastest growing segments 
of the software quality tools market,” said Justin Teague. “There is a tremendous opportunity to help the 
company navigate its way to higher growth across these segments and in the largely untapped global 
marketplace.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

TCS CodeVita 2015 Enters the Limca Book of Records as the Largest Team Programming Contest 
5 August 2016 
Tata Consultancy Services announced today that TCS CodeVita 2015, its global coding challenge, has 
been felicitated by the Limca Book of Records as the largest team programming contest in India. 
TCS CodeVita is a contest for engineering and science students to experience the joy of coding and to 
sharpen their programming skills through real-life computing practices. TCS promotes the culture of 
programming-as-a-sport and aims at identifying talent, besides providing the student community, an 
opportunity to earn peer recognition. TCS is adopting Gamification in hiring i.e. leveraging game design 
elements in a non-game context, where candidates need to don their best thinking caps to crack the code. 
Breaking the general rule on hiring, Gamification is the new trend in engagement that is not only aiding 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bullhorn.com&esheet=51399458&newsitemid=20160810005658&lan=en-US&anchor=Bullhorn&index=3&md5=751f323d53956e3a747ac72c47abd8af
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2F&esheet=51399458&newsitemid=20160810005658&lan=en-US&anchor=PTC&index=4&md5=20a9df5bb51109906b449eabea0e8ec6
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fpub%2Fdoug-mcnary%2F12%2F931%2F7a8&esheet=51399458&newsitemid=20160810005658&lan=en-US&anchor=Doug+McNary&index=5&md5=0856d6d32f41c093c3d0c98338d87515
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in hiring but also in engaging and motivating employees. 
CodeVita Season IV witnessed registrations from 198,000 students. More than 45,000 teams competed 
against each other in Round 1 of the contest, which is the highest in a team programming contest in 
India. The contest received submissions of over 236,900 codes. Season IV of the contest was bigger and 
better as compared to the previous years with students from 10 regions in India and 16 regions across the 
globe participating in the contest. All the finalists won provisional job offers from TCS. 
Ajoyendra Mukherjee, Executive Vice President and Head of Global Human Resources, TCSsaid, 
''Programming skills are the foundation to a successful career in the IT industry. CodeVita helps TCS 
spot bright students and provide them with an opportunity to learn and showcase their programming 
skills through real-life computing practces. We are honouredto be recognized by the prestigious Limca 
Book of Records for the work we have done. We look forward to Season Vof the contest and hope for it 
to be a grand success like the previous editions.” 
TCS CodeVita is now considered among the largest competitions of its kind for students anywhere in 
the world. For the upcoming season V of CodeVita more than 2.6 lakh student registrations have been 
received in Phase 1 of the contest. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Winners Announced in Grasshopper-ARCHICAD Workflow Competition 
4 August 2016 
GRAPHISOFT® has announced the winners in its Grasshopper-ARCHICAD Workflow Competition. 
The input of users from around the world helped GRAPHISOFT produce a strong solution linking 
Algorithmic Design with Building Information Modeling. GRAPHISOFT was curious to learn more 
about how users are applying this tool in their everyday design practice, so invited them to put the 
Grasshopper-ARCHICAD connection tool to the test with innovative workflows that integrate 
Algorithmic Design with BIM. 
GRAPHISOFT’s ‘Algorithmic Design Meets BIM’ Competition inspired outstanding designs from 
around the world. Competition participants were invited to submit their work developed with the 
combination of Rhino-Grasshopper-ARCHICAD tools and their relevant extensions. Entries were 
judged according to three main criteria: 

• Practicality – how the solution increases efficiency in the design workflow; 

• Inventiveness – originality in the use of the toolset; 

• BIM integration – the level of BIM methodology achieved. 
The jury was made up of GRAPHISOFT’s Grasshopper-ARCHICAD Live Connection team. 
Competitors entered for a chance to win a 9.7” iPad Pro. In addition, eleven runner-up winners were 
awarded a BIMx PRO license.  
First Prize Winners of an iPad Pro: 

Milosz Wojciech (Poland) – ’BRIDGE BUILDING’ 
Vignesh Kaushik (Singapore) – ’AUDITORIUM’ 

Runner-up winners of a BIMx PRO license: 

http://www.graphisoft.com/info/news/feed/winners-announced-grasshopper-archicad-workflow-competition.html
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Abdul Rahman Sibahi (USA) – ’MEMORIAL BUILDING’ 
Réka Sárközi (Hungary) – ’OFFICE BUILDING’ 
Arturo Tedeschi (Italy) – ’BUILDING FACADE’ 
Balázs Orlovits (Hungary) – ’REACTIVE BUILDING’ 
Costin Leonte (Romania) – ’FACULTY EXTENSION’ 
Tibor Pálóczy (Hungary) – ’FACADE STUDY’ 
Michael Hammerschick (Austria) – ’COURTYARD EXTENSION’ 
Roman Buha (USA) – ’MONA LISA’ 
Epp Jääger (Singapore) – ’CHICAGO TOWERS’ 
Kristóf Tihanyi (Hungary) – ’PERLIN FAÇADE’ 
Andrew Potter (USA) – ’URBAN CAPACITY’ 

"I'm so proud that my design was recognized by GRAPHISOFT," said Milosz Wojciech of Poland, who 
was awarded an iPad Pro for his submission, entitled 'Bridge Building.'  "The Grasshopper-ARCHICAD 
Live Connection tool is awesome, and I can't wait to incorporate it into more of my designs.” Please 
visit the Algorithmic Design Meets BIM Competition page to see the first prize and runner-up winners. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wipro Wins the ‘CIO 100’ 2016 Award for its Digital Platform, myWipro 
11 August 2016 
Wipro Limited today announced that it has been recognized with the ‘CIO 100’ 2016 Award by IDG 
CIO. This annual award program recognizes organizations around the world that exemplify the highest 
level of operational and strategic excellence in information technology. This year the program selected 
100 organizations from a pool of 500 nominations, including companies that have distinguished 
themselves by creating business value through innovative use of technology. 
IDG CIO has conferred this award on Wipro in recognition of myWipro, its digital platform for self-
service, which gives employees a seamless experience across various processes, workflows and 
simultaneously ensures business benefits. Right from applying for leave, updating timesheets, to raising 
a travel request and getting tagged to a project, myWipro is the one-stop portal for all transactions for 
Wipro employees. The platform leverages artificial intelligence, unified collaboration, natural language 
processing, real time and predictive analytics to enable quick and easy transactions. 
myWipro extensively leverages Wipro Holmes Artificial Intelligence PlatformTM, to offer cognitive 
enhancements to issue assignment and tickets handling. These enhancements help reduce the learning 
curve and improve accuracy, lead times, costs and the overall user experience. The platform supports a 
work force of 170,000 employees spread across the globe. 
A vastly improved user experience was the primary driving factor while upgrading myWipro from its 
legacy avatar. Built on a Cloud platform, the applications have been simplified by eliminating redundant 
workflows, functionalities, complexities, and have been embedded with real time analytics to enable 
better and quicker decision making across devices and geographies. 
"Delivering innovation and business value are top priorities for CIOs everywhere, and our CIO 100 
awards program celebrates the leading IT organizations that excel at both," said Maryfran Johnson, 
Editor in Chief of CIO Events. "Our 2016 winners are raising the bar even higher this year with their 
outstanding work in digital transformation, customer focus and IT-business collaboration." 

http://www.graphisoft.com/info/news/feed/winners-announced-grasshopper-archicad-workflow-competition.html
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Raja Ukil, Senior Vice President and Chief Information Officer, Wipro Limited said, “It is an extremely 
proud moment for us. myWipro platform is a great example of how mobility, analytics and social can 
come together to deliver a powerful user experience. Key business benefits from this platform are 
enhanced productivity, operational efficiency and cost optimization through app consolidation and 
simplification, empowering business users to take data-driven decisions through real-time insights and 
analytics. The platform also acts as a point of reference for our customers who want to embark upon a 
similar transformational journey.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
Join Centric Software at PI Apparel in Berlin 
12 August 2016 
Save the date: 
PI Apparel 
5-6 October 2016 
Berlin 
This event will be held in English. 
Join Centric Software at PI Apparel in Berlin and hear first-hand testimonials from Centric customers 
including: 

• Dagmar CHLOSTA, Senior VP, Global Operations, Under Armour, USA – PLM deployment & 
its role in a fully virtualized end-to-end value chain – Dagmar will take to the stage to share 
Under Armour’s experience. 

• Mirjam ULLE Manager Business Process Development, PVH (Tommy Hilfiger) – Focus group 
– Integrating range planning into your PLM practice 

• Dr. Julia DUBOWY, Director of Operations, MUSTANG GmbH – The 4-month PLM rollout 
story – Increasing speed to market with PLM. Europe’s oldest denim brand went live with their 
PLM project in just 15 weeks and have increased speed to market and reduced questions from 
suppliers by 30% since implementing Centric PLM. Join Julia’s session as she share’s how PLM 
has reshaped how MUSTANG does business. 

Centric will be exhibiting. If you would like to pre-arrange a meeting, please register at their site. 
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Three Leading Vero Brands to Exhibit at MICRONORA 2016 
4 August 2016 
Three leading brands from Vero Software will present their latest versions at MICRONORA 2016, the 
specialized cutting-edge technology trade fair held in Besançon, France, from 27th to 30th September. 
MICRONORA, highly focused in the field of microtechnologies, is a showcase for innovative 
technologies on offer today for markets with a high technological value. From R& D through to 
outsourcing in addition to production technologies, this Trade Fair benefits from an excellent reputation 
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on an international level. For Vero, it is the perfect occasion to present its new CAD/CAM, Viewer 
Analyzer and Trade Oriented ERP software solutions. The wide range of applications covered by its 
products are used across numerous industries such as aerospace, automotive, electronic, medical device, 
domestic appliance markets and many others. 
The combined turn/mill functionality in Edgecam 2016 R2, in one single environment, provides simple 
and secure programming ensuring a solid base for quick and efficient program preparations. Edgecam 
provides users with a full set of Mill/Turn simulation processes. All cycles and movements are taken 
into account along with full modelization of the machine, the tailstock and steady. The simulator itself is 
a powerful tool offering collision detection including a wide range of display options, allowing the user 
to have full control over the simulation process. The part is fully tested before mounting on the machine 
tool. Edgecam includes a Workflow which is designed to reduce manufacturing costs, improve quality 
and obtain shorter leadtimes. The application interprets the component technology and identifies the 
required production environment resulting in faster toolpath generation. 
VISI 2016 R2 offers a wide range of complete CAD solutions, including surface and solid modelling, 
along with 2, 3 and 5 axis machining strategies and wire EDM. The VISI CAD/CAM suite allows the 
design and manufacture of injection moulds (material flow analysis with VISI Flow) and die stamping 
tools (progressive unfolding, blank form development and springback). Efficiency improvements for 
users remain the ultimate goal for the development of VISI 2016 with major improvements concerning 
entity selection, sketching, 3D dimensional associativity and re-engineered part revision management. 
The new 2016R2 version of VISI will be revealed for the first time in France at the MICRONORA 
Trade Fair on the Vero Software stand. 
WorkNC is the renowned automatic CAM solution for 2 to 5-axis complex form milling. Its automated 
roughing and re-roughing toolpaths allow unprecedented material removal rates with the same 
accustomed levels of security and reliability. Thanks to dynamic stock model management, the software 
algorithms know exactly where material to be removed is located whilst maintaining collision detection. 
Meanwhile, the innovative Waveform technology that has been integrated in version WorkNC2016 
allows the use of smaller, more fragile tools than ever before whilst offering reduced machining times. 
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Financial News 
3D Systems Reports Second Quarter and Six Months 2016 Financial Results 
3 August 2016 
3D Systems Corporation announced today its financial results for the second quarter and six months 
ended June 30, 2016. 
For the second quarter of 2016, the company reported revenue of $158.1 million and a GAAP loss of 
$0.04 per share and non-GAAP earnings of $0.12 per share. 
Quarterly revenue benefited from continued strong demand for the company’s healthcare solutions and 
software as well as higher materials orders from healthcare and industrial customers. However, these 
gains were not enough to offset the lower demand for 3D printers and on demand manufacturing in the 
quarter, resulting in a 7% decrease in revenue compared to the second quarter of 2015. 
Gross profit margin for the second quarter of 2016 increased to 50.9% benefiting from the company’s 

http://www.3dsystems.com/
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shift away from consumer products and increased sales of higher margin materials, software and 
healthcare solutions. The comparable period of 2015 included charges in connection with the 
consolidation of production facilities that contributed to 47.9% gross profit margin. 
For the second quarter of 2016, operating expenses were $84.1 million, including SG&A expenses of 
$63.2 million and R&D expenses of $20.9 million. Compared to the second quarter of 2015, SG&A 
expense decreased 21% on lower amortization and stock based compensation expenses and R&D 
expense decreased 19% due to timing of product development. 
The company generated $12.9 million of cash from operations during the quarter and had $176.2 million 
of cash on hand at the end of June compared to $155.6 at December 2015. 
For the first six months of 2016, revenue decreased 7% to $310.7 million resulting in a GAAP loss of 
$0.20 per share and non-GAAP earnings of $0.17 per share. 
“We were pleased with continued strong demand for our healthcare solutions and software as well as 
increased materials sales into advanced industrial and healthcare applications,” commented Vyomesh 
Joshi (VJ), Chief Executive Officer, 3D Systems. “We see clear opportunities for improvements in 3D 
printers and on demand manufacturing services as we drive operational excellence and focus on 
providing reliable end-to-end solutions.” 
“We are building a comprehensive strategy and assembling a world-class team and organizational 
structure we believe will enable us to deliver exceptional customer value, drive profitable growth and 
accelerate digital manufacturing,” concluded Joshi. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Aspen Technology Announces Financial Results for the Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2016 
11 August 2016 
Aspen Technology, Inc. today announced financial results for its fourth quarter and fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2016. 
“AspenTech reported a solid fourth quarter and fiscal year 2016,” said Antonio Pietri, President and 
Chief Executive Officer of AspenTech. “We saw strong demand among our owner-operator customers 
during the quarter, including a significant upsell and a large renewal with two of the top oil and 
chemicals companies in the world. These transactions show the value we deliver for customers and our 
ability to generate growth in a challenging economic environment.” 
Pietri added, “Our scalable business model and disciplined approach to investing for growth while 
prudently managing expenses delivered another year of solid profitability and free cash flow. Our 
balance sheet and cash flow are strategic assets that we are leveraging to invest in areas that drive 
growth in the business and to fund our share repurchase program to deliver significant value to our 
shareholders.” 
Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2016 Business Highlights 

• Annual spend, which the company defines as the annualized value of all term license and 
maintenance contracts at the end of the quarter, was $441 million at the end of fiscal 2016, an 
increase of 2.5% from March 31, 2016 and 5.3% from the end of fiscal 2015. 

• GAAP operating margin was 43.1% in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016, compared to 41.1% in 
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the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015.  Non-GAAP operating margin was 46.1% in the fourth quarter 
of fiscal 2016, compared to 44.2% in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015. 

• GAAP operating margin was 44.8% for fiscal year 2016, compared to 40.8% for fiscal year 
2015.  Non-GAAP operating margin was 49.3% for fiscal year 2016, compared to 45.1% for 
fiscal year 2015. 

• AspenTech repurchased nearly 2.0 million shares of our common stock for $75.0 million in the 
fourth quarter of fiscal 2016. 

• AspenTech repurchased nearly 4.8 million shares of common stock for $180.0 million in fiscal 
year 2016. 

Summary of Fourth Quarter Fiscal Year 2016 Financial Results 

• AspenTech’s total revenue of $113.7 million decreased 0.4% from $114.2 million in the fourth 
quarter of the prior fiscal year.  

• Subscription and software revenue was $106.7 million in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016, an 
increase from $105.6 million in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015.  

• Services and other revenue was $7.0 million in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016, a decrease from 
$8.5 million in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015.  

• For the quarter ended June 30, 2016, AspenTech reported income from operations of $49.0 
million, compared to income from operations of $46.9 million for the quarter ended June 30, 
2015.  

• Net income was $33.3 million for the quarter ended June 30, 2016, leading to net income per 
share of $0.41, compared to net income per share of $0.36 in the same period last fiscal year.  

Read the full report here: 
http://www.aspentech.com/_ThreeColumnLayout.aspx?pageid=2147485680&id=2147499205 
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Cognizant Announces Second Quarter 2016 Results 
5 August 2016 
Cognizant Technology Solutions Corporation today announced its second quarter 2016 financial results. 
Highlights—Second Quarter 2016 

• Second quarter revenue of $3.37 billion was up 9.2% from the year-ago period and up 5.2% 
sequentially. 

• GAAP diluted EPS was $0.41 vs. $0.68 in the year-ago period. Q2 2016 GAAP diluted EPS was 
negatively impacted by $0.31 per share of incremental taxes associated with a one-time 
remittance of cash from India to the U.S. 

• Non-GAAP diluted EPS1 was $0.87, up from $0.79 in the year-ago period. 
• Net headcount addition for the quarter was approximately 11,300. 

Revenue for the second quarter of 2016 was $3.37 billion, up 9.2% from $3.09 billion in the second 
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quarter of 2015. GAAP net income was $252.4 million, or$0.41 per diluted share, compared to $420.1 
million, or $0.68 per diluted share, in the second quarter of 2015. Non-GAAP diluted 
EPS1 was $0.87 compared to $0.79 in the second quarter of 2015. GAAP operating margin for the 
quarter was 17.5%. Non-GAAP operating margin1 for the quarter was 20.3%, slightly higher than the 
Company's target range of 19-20%. 
In May 2016, our principal operating subsidiary in India repurchased shares from its shareholders, which 
are non-Indian Cognizant entities, resulting in a one-time remittance of $2.8 billion of cash 
from India. $1.2 billion, or $1.0 billion net of taxes, was transferred to the U.S. with the other $1.6 
billion remaining overseas. As a result of this transaction, we will incur an incremental 2016 income tax 
expense of $237.5 million, of which $190.0 million was recognized in the quarter ended June 30, 
2016 and approximately $23.7 million will be recognized in each of the quarters ending September 30, 
2016 and December 31, 2016. 
"Our second quarter performance, as anticipated, represented broad-based revenue growth across service 
lines, geographies and industries, including healthcare and financial services," said Francisco D'Souza, 
Chief Executive Officer. "While our revised guidance reflects the impact of near-term macroeconomic 
headwinds, our longer term outlook and underlying business fundamentals remain strong. We continue 
to see an expanding market opportunity ahead and are well positioned to capitalize on the digital 
transformations taking place among enterprises around the world." 
"The shift to digital continues to intensify and accelerate," said Gordon Coburn, President. "Our strong 
second quarter revenue growth, adding incremental quarterly revenue of nearly $170 million, is the 
result of clients turning to Cognizant to help them define strategy and infuse new technologies to address 
key challenges and implement new business models. Our robust strategy and implementation 
capabilities have made us a key partner to clients as they fundamentally transform their businesses and 
navigate the shift to the digital economy." 
"During the second quarter, we were pleased to execute a one-time remittance of $2.8 billion from India, 
which increased our cash in the U.S. by $1.0 billion, net of taxes, and in other international markets 
by $1.6 billion," said Karen McLoughlin, Chief Financial Officer. "This provides additional financial 
flexibility in funding our strategic investments to drive long term growth for Cognizant." 
Read the full report here: http://news.cognizant.com/2016-08-05-Cognizant-Announces-Second-
Quarter-2016-Results-and-Expanded-Stock-Repurchase-Program 
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Materialise Reports Second Quarter 2016 Results 
11 August 2016 
Materialise NV today announced its financial results for the first quarter ended June 30, 2016.  
Highlights – Second Quarter 2016 

• Total revenue increased 11.4 % from the second quarter of 2015 to 27,597 kEUR, with increases 
in all three business segments. 

• Adjusted EBITDA increased to 1,034 kEUR from (179) kEUR for the second quarter of 2015. 

• Total deferred revenue from annual software sales and maintenance contracts increased 2,311 
kEUR from 12,244 kEUR for the second quarter of 2015 to 14,555 kEUR for the second quarter 
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of 2016. 
Executive Chairman Peter Leys commented, “In the face of difficult industry conditions, with a number 
of market participants awaiting the introduction of the next generation of printers before making 
software purchases, Materialise continued to deliver double-digit revenue growth as well as an increase 
in Adjusted EBITDA. Total revenue rose 11.4% and Adjusted EBITDA increased from (179) kEUR to 
1,034 kEUR. Importantly, all of our three segments – Materialise Software, Materialise Medical and 
Materialise Manufacturing – contributed to our revenue gains and our positive Adjusted EBITDA. 
During the quarter we launched several new initiatives to support our positioning as the ‘backbone’ of 
industrial 3D printing, including a collaboration with HP to develop a tailored software solution for its 
Multi Jet Fusion technology. We believe the entrance of this and other blue-chip companies into the 
additive manufacturing industry demonstrates the industry’s potential to transform manufacturing and 
supply chain dynamics, and we view our partnerships with these companies as validation of 
Materialise’s capabilities and industry positioning. We are developing additional meaningful 
partnerships and, although we expect certain parts of our industry to continue to show slow growth in 
the near term, our outlook for the year remains within our previous guidance range.”  
Second Quarter 2016 Results 
Total revenue for the second quarter of 2016 increased by 11.4% to 27,597 kEUR compared to 24,772 
kEUR for the second quarter of 2015, with gains in all three of our segments. Adjusted EBITDA 
increased from (179) kEUR to 1,034 kEUR, as a result of the combination of continued revenue growth, 
an improvement in our gross margins and a moderate increase in operational expenses. The Adjusted 
EBITDA margin (Adjusted EBITDA divided by total revenue) in the second quarter was 3.7% 
compared to (0.7)% in the second quarter of last year. 
Revenue from our Materialise Software segment, which offers a proprietary software backbone that 
enables and enhances the functionality of 3D printers and 3D printing operations worldwide, increased 
by 14.9% to 6,981 kEUR for the second quarter of 2016 from 6,078 kEUR for the same quarter last 
year,driven by the continued growth of recurring license revenue. Segment EBITDA declined to 1,602 
kEUR from 2,015 kEUR while the segment EBITDA margin (the segment’s EBITDA divided by the 
segment’s revenue) was 22.9% compared to 33.2% in the prior-year period. This change reflects a 
significant increase in research and development (“R&D”) expenses for well-defined software projects 
we have recently undertaken. 
Revenue from our Materialise Medical segment, which offers a unique platform consisting of medical 
planning and design software, clinical engineering services and patient specific devices, increased by 
16.7% to 9,706 kEUR for the second quarter of 2016 compared to 8,315 kEUR for the same period in 
2015. The increase was driven by direct sales of our complex surgery solutions, which increased by 
41.7% from the prior-year period, and by sales from our collaborated medical device business, which 
increased 13.6%. Our medical software sales decreased by 2.0% compared to the same quarter in 2015. 
Segment EBITDA improved to 14 kEUR from (342) kEUR while the segment EBITDA margin 
improved to 0.1% from (4.1)% in the second quarter of 2015. 
Revenue from our Materialise Manufacturing segment, which offers an integrated suite of 3D printing 
and engineering services to industrial and commercial customers, increased 5.1% to 10,907 kEUR for 
the second quarter of 2016 from 10,379 kEUR for the second quarter of 2015, primarily as a result of 
higher end part manufacturing. Segment EBITDA rose to 430 kEUR from (147) kEUR while the 
segment EBITDA margin increased to 3.9% from (1.4)% for the 2015 quarter. Excluding our growth 
businesses, i.materialise and RapidFit, the segment EBITDA margin for the second quarter was 13.0% 
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compared to 8.4% for the same quarter of the prior year. 
Read the full report here: http://www.materialise.com/press/materialise-reports-second-quarter-2016-
results 
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Implementation Investments 
Alion Awarded $145M Contract to Support Navy’s DDG 51 Shipbuilding Program 
8 August 2016 
To ensure readiness of the fleet, the U.S. Navy must efficiently manage the design, construction, 
outfitting and testing of its largest class of warships, DDG 51. As part of this effort, the Naval Sea 
Systems Command has awarded Alion Science and Technology, a global engineering, technology and 
operational solutions company, a $145 million, 5-year contract. Under this contract, the Alion team will 
provide expertise in Ship Production Planning and Engineering; Systems Engineering; Combat Systems 
Test Engineering; Post Delivery Planning; Engineering Services; Configuration and Data Management; 
and Logistic Support. 
 “With more than 60 active DDG 51class ships and 14 more currently under contract, the DDG 51 Class 
is an important part of the Navy’s fleet strategy,” explained John Carty, Alion Senior Vice President and 
Group Manager. “Alion has been a large contributor to the DDG 51 design and flight upgrade efforts 
since the program’s inception, and we are excited to continue supporting the team.” 
Tasks under the contract will be accomplished in Washington, DC; Bath, ME; and Pascagoula, MS. 
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Caterpillar to Deploy ANSYS Engineering Simulation Software 
10 August 2016 
ANSYS has reached an agreement with Caterpillar Inc., the world's leading manufacturer of 
construction and mining equipment, engines, industrial turbines and diesel-electric locomotives, for 
software that allows for multiphysics analysis to be performed on a single engineering simulation 
solution platform. ANSYS software empowers heavy equipment manufacturing companies to better 
solve some of the industry's toughest design challenges while offering their customers some of the most 
cutting-edge products on the market. 
Utilizing simulation early on in the design process enables engineers across multiple disciplines to more 
efficiently work together and better innovate product design by eliminating the need for manual data 
handling, which can cause delays and errors. By employing ANSYS solutions in a single, unified 
simulation platform, engineers and designers worldwide can optimize product designs for mining and 
construction equipment faster, reduce physical prototype testing, shorten product development cycles 
and deliver better, more robust products faster. 
"As companies continue to rely more on engineering simulation they are finding major efficiency gains 
by standardizing on a common simulation platform," said Sandeep Sovani, ANSYS' global industry 
director, ground transportation. "We're thrilled that Caterpillar has chosen ANSYS for their product 
simulation needs. We are confident our simulation platform further enhances Caterpillar's speed to 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.alionscience.com%2F&esheet=51397287&newsitemid=20160808005109&lan=en-US&anchor=Alion+Science+and+Technology&index=1&md5=e4a65437df82b4f1b83061ec28cc10f3
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innovate, helping them deliver superior products faster and increase profitability." 
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JSC Giprokislorod Russia Boosts LNG Terminal Design with Intergraph SmartPlant Solutions 
9 August 2016 
JSC Giprokislorod, a modern Russian engineering company specialized in global oxygen and nitrogen-
oxygen refinery projects, will use Intergraph® Process, Power & Marine solutions to improve 
engineering quality in its upcoming oil and gas projects. JSC Giprokislorod chose the Intergraph suite of 
solutions, including Intergraph Smart™ 3D, Intergraph SmartPlant® P&ID, Intergraph SmartPlant Interop 
Publisher and SmartPlant Review, mainly to enhance 3D design quality, interoperability and accuracy of 
project execution. 
Since being founded in 1946, JSC Giprokislorod has specialized in building air separation plants, 
executing gas processing projects, as well as construction of transportation and storage units, including 
LNG elements. Due to the wide variety of projects, JSC Giprokislorod needed an engineering solution 
that would enable the reuse of designs between different disciplines, contractors and locations. With 
Intergraph Smart 3D and Intergraph SmartPlant Interop Publisher, Giprokislorod will be able to use the 
Smart 3D model as a central data model for all the departments, enhance the quality of project execution 
and work more flexibly with different clients. 
Commenting on the decision to choose Intergraph Process, Power & Marine as its preferred solution 
provider, Max Golitsinskiy, chief engineering expert, JSC Giprokislorod and Dyachenko Grigory, 3D 
CAD chief expert, JSC Giprokislorod, said, "By choosing to use Intergraph PP&M software, we expect 
to be able to broaden our solution portfolio, bring in new projects, and increase revenue." 
Gerhard Sallinger, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine president, said, "The increasing amount of new 
clients who rely on Intergraph PP&M's engineering solutions, including JSC Giprokislorod, shows us 
that we are on the right path on developing our solution suite to match the project needs of our global 
customer base." 
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Kaynes Technology Implements Lean NPI Flow Using Mentor Graphics Software 
10 August 2016 
Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced that Kaynes Technology, a leading electronic 
manufacturing service (EMS) company based in Mysore, India,  has selected Mentor Graphics to 
provide a complete design-to-manufacturing solution comprising Mentor Graphics Xpedition® 
Enterprise,  HyperLynx®, Valor® Process Preparation, Valor NPI and Valor Parts Library products.   
“As an end-to-end EMS solutions provider for the medical, defense, telecom, energy,  industrial 
controls, and IT markets, we need to rely on best-in-class technologies to ensure that our systems are 
manufactured exactly as intended,” stated Ramesh Kannan, managing director, Kaynes Technology. 
“Mentor Graphics PCB design and manufacturing products help us reduce lead time, cost and needless 
duplications for first-pass success.” 
Kaynes Technology is replacing its legacy home-grown systems with Mentor Graphics® tools.  Initial 
benchmarking of the Valor Process Preparation product has resulted in 30 percent reduction in the time 

https://www.mentor.com/pcb/xpedition/
https://www.mentor.com/pcb/xpedition/
https://www.mentor.com/pcb/hyperlynx/
https://www.mentor.com/pcb-manufacturing-assembly/products/valor-mss-process-preparation
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required to get customer data to production, including program generation for surface mount technology 
(SMT), automated optical inspection (AOI), automated x-ray inspection (AXI), and electrical test. This 
was achieved through the consolidation of multiple part libraries into a single unified structure, 
streamlining the output process. 
 “Kaynes Technology now joins other leading EMS companies who benefit from Mentor’s Lean NPI 
flow,” stated Dan Hoz, general manager, Mentor Graphics Valor Division. “Our continued relationship 
with Kaynes will allow them to realize the full benefits of our unique Lean NPI flow and provide their 
customers with ‘right-the-first-time’ manufacturing.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

KPIT Expands Agreement with Siemens PLM Software to Provide MES & MOM Solutions 
10 August 2016 

  

KPIT will participate in the MOM Expertise Alliance Center (MEAC) in the US, a community of 
highly skilled partners providing MOM specific services to manufacturers. KPIT will integrate 
SIMATIC IT from Siemens in its MOM Portfolio. This means that KPIT can now offer its current and 
future customers the same technology that companies depend on every day to enhance manufacturing 
operations. 
 
KPIT is globally recognized for its leadership position in the areas of product lifecycle management 
(PLM), Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) and MOM, maintaining one of the largest global 
teams of certified consultants with MES expertise spanning more than 12+ years of MES practice 
across varied industry verticals, such as Automotive, Manufacturing, Energy, Utilities and Life 
Sciences. 
 
Siemens PLM Software is a leading global provider of PLM and MOM software and services. As part 
of the partnership, KPIT will now be able to offer its customers SIMATIC IT, a highly scalable solution 
that delivers multiple capabilities and combines production efficiency with quality and visibility. 
 
Commenting on the association, Probodh Chiplunkar, Executive Vice President, Digital 
Transformation, KPIT, said,"With the addition of SIMATIC IT to our Digital Manufacturing portfolio, 
KPIT expands solutions for Industry 4.0 and connected manufacturing. Through SIMATIC IT, KPIT 
helps customers combine production efficiency with quality and visibility through a highly scalable 
MES." 
 
Andrea Mulas, MOM Alliances Director Americas, Siemens PLM Software, said,"Siemens PLM 
Software is committed to creating partnerships to help enhance the end-user experience of our 
customers. We are pleased to work with KPIT to provide open, integrated solutions that improve the 
productivity of our mutual customers." 
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OpenText Appointed To Digitize Document Management for Vital, the Singapore Government's 
Centre for Shared Services 
9 August 2016 
OpenText™ today announced that Vital, the Singapore Government's center for shared services, has 
appointed OpenText - through a public tender process - to digitize its back-office corporate services, 
comprising over two million records per year for over 100 Government agencies.  
As part of the Singapore government's effort to aggregate common administrative services and benefit 
from economies of scale, the Electronic Document and Knowledge Management System (eDKMS) will 
enable Vital to integrate daily HR, payroll and finance workflows for higher productivity, as well as 
foster greater knowledge management and a social collaboration platform within Vital. The system also 
reduces paperwork, manages the flow of information from capture through to archiving and disposal. 
"As a part of Singapore's drive to build a Smart Nation and a digital government, Vital is taking its steps 
to reduce paper-intensive workflows in back-office operations, improve records and case management, 
and enhance business information analysis and decision-making," said Tan Chor Kiat, Vital's Chief 
Executive. 
OpenText Content Suite will enable Vital to ensure compliance of government mandated document 
management policies, improved records and case management accountability, and enhance business 
information analysis and decision-making. Using OpenText, the Electronic Document and Knowledge 
Management System (eDKMS) will provide Vital with the tools to reduce paper-intensive workflows 
and deliver timely information sharing for improved collaboration. 
OpenText Content Suite provides the document and records management platform required to power 
Vital's Digital Workspace and Database for all staff, providing a common platform for information 
management, sharing, and storage or records. Information can now be selectively and intuitively 
searched via a single search platform. 
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Philipp Plein Successfully Implements Centric 8 PLM 
9 August 2016 
Philipp Plein, a luxury fashion house, successfully implemented Centric Software’s product lifecycle 
management (PLM) solution on time and on budget. The successful, fast growing fashion company is 
using Centric 8 PLM to develop its Spring/Summer 2017 collection only 3 months after the kick off of 
its PLM project.  
Founded in 1998 by German fashion designer Philipp Plein, the luxury brand Philipp Plein develops 
menswear, womenswear, childrenswear as well as jewelry, accessories and a home collection. Today the 
Swiss company, headquartered in Lugano, counts more than 100 employees worldwide, has showrooms 
in Milan, New York and Hong Kong, and enjoys a significant global presence. 
To support the brand’s fast paced expansion and booming success, Philipp Plein decided to look for a 
PLM solution. “We selected Centric Software because we share a passion for innovation. Centric knows 
the luxury industry and has a wide portfolio of high end brands. They understand our business and 
values,” explains Corinna Barton, COO at Philipp Plein. 
Philipp Plein is renowned for its creative and innovative designs as well as attention to detail. The 
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designer uses expensive materials such as metal hardware and crystals to make the label’s creations 
unique. The company was looking for a way to better estimate these material costs, as they are 
significant. 
According to Production Manager Daniele Montaguti, “We needed a better way to track and calculate 
material costs. With Centric 8 PLM our product development teams are able to precisely evaluate 
material costs and send very accurate requirements for prototyping and production; this is real a time 
saver,” he continues. “Negotiation with suppliers is also facilitated due to accurate information 
tracking.” 
Philipp Plein’s teams are using the full Centric 8 PLM suite across the design, product development, 
sourcing and production departments in Lugano, Switzerland. “We are happy to have met the challenge 
of implementing Centric 8 PLM in only 3 months at Philipp Plein. Our partnership is already resulting in 
streamlined operations and reduced time to market for this wildly successful brand,” says Chris Groves, 
president and CEO of Centric Software. “We are proud that Centric will continue to support this high-
end brand’s amazing expansion across the globe.” 
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Product News 
Alphacam Makes The Mission Possible For Film Studios’ Cavalry 
4 August 2016 
Whenever a new job comes into a company that film studios describe as needing the “cavalry,” digital 
designer and CNC supervisor Jason Szukalski is instantly thinking how Alphacam CAD/CAM software 
will break it down into machinable parts. 
“We’re getting a reputation for being the cavalry because we can pull things out of the bag for the 
studios, by doing urgent jobs for them extremely quickly. And Alphacam’s the reason we can achieve 
this.” 
With Watford-based Anarchy Ltd. being just minutes away from the Warner Bros studios at Leavesden, 
that happens on a regular basis when a director changes their mind or an actor needs something 
different. The company also works closely with film studios at Shepperton, Pinewood and Elstree, 
creating high-tech futuristic, contemporary and period set dressings and props. In addition, they have a 
growing portfolio of work for television, point of sale and art installations. 
Film work includes using Alphacam to create 50 I.T. servers, entrance lobby desks for the latest in the 
“Mission Impossible” series, Rogue Nation, starring Tom Cruise and Simon Pegg; film chronometers, 
sextants, whalebones, chests, anchor chains and barrels for “In The Heart Of The Sea,” starring Chris 
Hemsworth; and retro control units and a number of gadgets including bugs and bug detecting 
equipment for “The Man From U.N.C.L.E.”, directed by Guy Ritchie. 
“We sometimes think there’s no way we can do their rush jobs in the time span they give us, but we’ve 
succeeded every time, because Alphacam creates models and CNC code so quickly. We may have only 
a couple of days to do an impossible job. But Alphacam makes it possible.” 
Typically a line drawing for a film prop will be in feet and inches, which he converts into millimetres 
and starts sketching it in Alphacam. “I may use Creo to do some 3D work, then it goes back into 
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Alphacam where I break out all the individual components for machining, and send the NC code to the 
machine.” 
Although he describes his 3-axis Pratix NST 8 x 4 router as an “entry-level” machine, he says driving it 
with Alphacam makes a big difference by producing highly complex items. “Using Alphacam means the 
Pratix performs tasks it was not originally designed to do. You’d be hard pushed to look at some of our 
high-end parts and not think they’ve come off a 5-axis machine.” 
Around 95 per cent of Anarchy’s jobs begin life as an Alphacam drawing and move on to the router for 
cutting with Alphacam toolpaths. “Then there are traditional model making techniques for finishing, and 
on to the spray booth. If it’s a mechanical type of job there’ll be engineers working on it, too, but 
Alphacam, is central to everything – that’s what brings it all together.   
“I’ve been using Alphacam for nearly 25 years, and as soon as I look at a job I’m mentally breaking it 
down into the machinable parts and thinking of the necessary workflow.”  
Anarchy operates out of 5,000 square metre premises with four employees, calling on a number of 
subcontractors when they’re working on a major film. They cut a wide range of material, including 
MDF, hardwood, softwood, aluminium, brass, foam, Foamex, polycarbonate, nylon and chemiwood. 
Any steel work that is required is drawn up in Alphacam and sent to a subcontractor for laser cutting. 
Jason Szukalski, who is a director of Anarchy, began his career as a model maker when everything was 
done by hand. “I embraced CNC technology when it came in, as I could see what a valuable tool it was, 
and it’s absolutely vital now I’m working with special effects, making objects and props for films and 
advertising, which is very exciting. “I can be sitting at home watching television, and suddenly 
something comes on that we’ve made. It’s a real buzz.” 
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Autodesk Introduces Design Graph: How Machine Learning Will Transform 3D Engineering 
(Autodesk Blog Post) 
25 July 2016 
Jet engines, lifelike movie monsters, cancer-fighting nanorobots and bespoke products. We live in a 
world where the objects all around us are designed by someone, and at the same time we are 
experiencing the biggest change in how we make things since the industrial revolution. 
But this change isn’t just about new technology; designers and engineers are experiencing profound 
process changes and totally new and different ways of working. How do designers and engineers rise to 
meet the challenges that accompany these changes? 
At Autodesk, we asked ourselves this question: What if there was a better way to organize all design 
information and allow people’s ideas and creations to emerge more organically? 
Read the product release blog post here: http://blogs.autodesk.com/inthefold/introducing-design-graph-
how-machine-learning-will-transform-3d-engineering/  
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MathWorks Extends Simscape for Modeling and Simulating Fluid Systems 
9 August 2016 
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MathWorks today announced new capabilities for modeling fluid systems within the Simscape product 
family. Introduced as part of Release 2016a, Simscape Fluids now provides component libraries for 
modeling and simulating thermal liquid systems. The new libraries and examples include heat 
exchangers, pipes, valves, and other components; this enables engineers to develop fluid power, heating 
and cooling, and fluid transportation systems for applications such as backhoe actuators, engine cooling 
systems, and water supply networks. 
Simscape Fluids enables engineers to build acausal models of fluid systems that integrate directly with 
block diagrams in Simulink, state machines in Stateflow, and MATLAB functions. Simulating the entire 
system within a single environment streamlines tasks such as designing control systems and optimizing 
system-level performance. This also makes it possible to detect integration issues earlier in the 
development process, when they are less expensive and time-consuming to address. 
Simscape Fluids models can also be converted to C code to support testing of embedded software in 
configurations such as processor-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop testing, which is much safer and 
more efficient than testing on hardware prototypes. 
“Simscape Fluids is a valuable addition to Simscape that allows us to use simulation to solve problems 
in complex fluid systems such as liquid cooling systems in engines and water heating systems in 
buildings,” said Jean Brunet, deputy CEO at Sherpa Engineering. “An added advantage is that by 
working with Simulink, Simscape Fluids is part of a united environment for developing control 
algorithms and physical systems. This increases the value of Model-Based Design by enabling a more 
useful and elaborate executable specification.” 
“Simscape Fluids is another step in our continued investment in the Simscape platform and libraries for 
modeling physical systems,” said Paul Barnard, marketing director, MathWorks. “Simscape Fluids is an 
important component in our solutions for engineers who tune closed-loop actuation systems and 
evaluate system-level performance of heating and cooling systems. Now, engineers working with 
automotive, aerospace, and industrial machinery can easily use simulation to verify system behavior 
without relying on hardware prototypes.” 
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Mentor Graphics Verification Academy Adds SystemVerilog Course and Patterns Library to Expand 
Engineers' Expertise and Resources 
9 August 2016 
Mentor Graphics Corp. has added to its Verification Academy a new SystemVerilog course and Patterns 
Library that together help verification engineers increase their expertise, productivity, and design 
quality. Developed by one of the leading SystemVerilog experts in the industry, SystemVerilog Object-
Oriented Programming (OOP) for UVM Verification enables engineers to extend their SystemVerilog 
skills and keep up to date on the latest concepts, techniques, and methodologies. The searchable and 
versatile Patterns Library captures solutions for commonly encountered recurring problems, allowing 
organizations to document and share best practices to improve verification productivity and final design 
quality. 
"The Verification Academy is a comprehensive, straightforward, and accessible resource for UVM-
based verification. With the addition of the new Patterns Library, the Academy now provides an 
example-based, searchable library for verification design patterns," said Brian Mathewson, lead ASIC 
verification engineer at SEAKR Engineering. "Supported by Mentor Graphics best-in-industry 
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application engineers, the Verification Academy provides the resources needed to advance verification 
skills to speed up the design and verification cycle." 
Design and verification patterns provide an optimized, reusable solution to many modern engineering 
problems. In verification, they are a proven, effective tool for sharing best practices and building skills 
within a project team. Mentor is broadening adoption of patterns by creating an easily searchable, 
readily available, and referenceable library that expands the application of patterns for verification. The 
new Patterns Library extends beyond the coding aspect of simulation testbenches into more general 
verification concerns, such as specifying assertions, defining input stimulus, and analysis. It reaches 
across the entire domain of verification—from specification to methodology to implementation. It 
introduces a systematic set of steps for organizing and documenting patterns in a manner that is 
applicable across all verification engines, including simulation and emulation. 
SystemVerilog skills are in high demand. This new course is presented by recognized SystemVerilog 
expert Dave Rich, who was involved in the initial development of SystemVerilog and its standardization 
and continues to be a leading contributor to its expanding capabilities and value. The SystemVerilog 
OOP for UVM Verification course helps engineers grow their SystemVerilog skills so they can take 
advantage of the advanced verification tools and technologies demanded by the needs of the industry. 
"With over 75% industry-wide adoption, SystemVerilog is now the predominant language used for 
verification today. Our new Verification Academy SystemVerilog course, along with our other popular 
UVM courses, provides an excellent educational resource for advancing verification skills," said Harry 
Foster, chief scientist, Design Verification Technology Division at Mentor. "The new Verification 
Academy Patterns library provides provable solutions to many challenging assertion specification and 
UVM testbench problems—in an easily discoverable, referenceable, and relatable format." 
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New Release of OpSec InSight is Successfully Implemented 
9 August 2016 
OpSec Security has launched the next release of its OpSec Insight platform. OpSec InSight provides 
brand owners and governments with end-to-end visibility into the supply chain and distribution 
operations of their products' life cycle, from conception to consumer. Within a seamless, single 
platform, OpSec InSight allows its clients to maneuver through various reports and dashboards with 
actionable information detailing authentication, serialization, online brand protection, consumer 
engagement, and trademark management. 
While the latest release of OpSec InSight increases distribution tracking and reporting, the major 
enhancements involve the next generation of Online InSight™, OpSec's online brand protection 
solution. Online InSight monitors unauthorized products and consumables across the internet and 
provides brand owners and governments actionable intelligence to remove offending listings to build 
criminal cases against offenders. The new release enhances the wide scope of capabilities of the 
previous platform by integrating social media monitoring across all aspects of the online world. 
"The newest release of OpSec InSight is another step in creating the ultimate authentication business 
intelligence tool," said Ben Stump, Chief Technology Officer. "In conjunction with contract 
management, design approvals, and authentication track and trace, Online InSight is poised to change 
the way brands manage the product lifecycle." 
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OpSec InSight is modularly based and available to all of its current clients as well as the general 
marketplace. As integration among the modules expand, OpSec will continue to stand alone as the only 
security provider able to share data from a product's inception, manufacturing, distribution, retail (both 
online and brick-and-mortar) and end-consumer use. 
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PTC Releases Major Update to Vuforia 
11 August 2016 
PTC today announced availability of Vuforia™ 6, the newest version of its award-winning platform for 
augmented reality (AR) development. Vuforia 6 introduces the VuMark™, a customizable visual code 
that enables AR experiences to be attached to any product or object. Additionally, Vuforia 6 addresses 
the growing need for AR in the enterprise with support for Microsoft HoloLens and Windows 10 tablets. 
Vuforia is the world’s most widely used platform for AR development. With support for leading phones, 
tablets, and eyewear, more than 30,000 Vuforia-powered applications have been published on the App 
Store and Google Play – and have led to more than 275 million app installs. Vuforia also supports an 
active developer ecosystem with more than 250,000 registered developers and more than 30,000 projects 
in development. 
Vuforia democratizes AR development by providing simple solutions to difficult problems. For 
developers, the Vuforia Engine delivers advanced computer vision technology that determines the 
precise 3D location of certain objects in the camera’s field of view. By using this location, a developer 
can create AR content that will appear anchored to the object beneath. 
VuMark is a customizable visual code that can be affixed to any product or machine – either manually 
using a decal or automatically printed during the manufacturing process. It is intended to visually 
indicate to a user that an AR experience is available, such as step-by-step instructions for assembly, use, 
repair, or inspection. 
Unlike other types of codes, VuMark was developed with designers in mind. The VuMark Designer 
enables Adobe Illustrator users to create VuMarks from existing graphics and brand assets such as logos. 
This allows them to create VuMarks that are visually appealing, while capable of encoding any type of 
data, such as a serial number or URL. 
“Connecting the physical and digital worlds, as well as the content and content creation tools to support 
the transition, is the critical next step for the enterprise workplace,” said Dan Shey, managing director 
and vice president, ABI Research. “Launching augmented reality (AR) experiences, and ensuring the 
proper experience aligned with a specific model, release cycle and/or asset ID will increase efficiency 
and decrease error in industrial settings. Integrating the VuMark with Vuforia Studio Enterprise puts 
PTC and its portfolio assets at the center of this convergence, while enabling customers to control their 
branding.” 
As announced at Microsoft Build 2016, Vuforia Engine now supports Universal Windows Platform 
(UWP), allowing Unity developers to easily extend existing Vuforia projects to Microsoft HoloLens and 
tablets such as Surface Pro 4 and Surface Book. Developers can also use Microsoft Visual Studio to add 
AR functionality to existing UWP applications on tablets. 
“We just crossed two major milestones on our mission to democratize AR,” said Jay Wright, president 
and general manager, Vuforia. “First, with VuMark we have paved the way for product manufacturers 
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and marketers to add AR experiences to any product. And with support for Windows 10 and HoloLens, 
we’re creating new opportunities for developers to address the growing need for enterprise solutions. 
This is an extremely exciting time for developers to get started with AR.” 
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Selerant Releases Version 3.3 of its Product Life Cycle Management Software DevEX; Introduces 
Multi-Pack Labels 
9 August 2016 
Selerant announces the release of version 3.3 of its product life cycle management software DevEX, 
incorporating innovative user-centric developments that reinforce and extend the functionality, utility 
and usability of the application. 
Within the labeling module, Selerant extends the functionality to include multi-pack labeling based on 
reuse of existing source labels developed for individually packaged products. This feature can be used 
for labeling a carton box containing several identical units, thereby making the process more efficient 
and less error-prone. 
For the new Supplier Collaboration Portal, Selerant extended and enhanced workflow management 
features to monitor progress of tasks between client and supplier users. In addition, the portal now 
provides the possibility to log and trace emails. Significant usability updates focus on improved 
questionnaire template creation and management as well as the provision of extensive online help for all 
users. 
DevEX 3.3 also includes noteworthy updates within the Document Management module, including 
improved object tagging and full-text search functionality for both Oracle and MSSQL databases and 
more user-friendly search result management. In particular, the module now provides the ability to 
create and manage document mark-up and annotations inside of the application—removing the need to 
use external mark-up tools. 
Innovation Process Management Suite (IPMS) is a comprehensive solution to manage the new product 
development and introduction processes. DevEX v3.3 introduces the concept of project gate-scoring, a 
best practice for the phase-gate workflow as well as improved portfolio dashboard capabilities. A new 
Project Portfolio Management Summary Report enables project transparency and accountability. 
In the Environmental Health and Safety module (HazEX), the v3.3 release presents a much-improved 
user experience. For example, users can now assign single country GHS Classifications to all other 
country authorities. 
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ZWSoft CADbro Serves Automotive Industry 
9 August 2016 
Created by ZWSOFT specifically for the automotive industry, CADbro can be used during the entire 
lifecycle of a product throughout diversified teams, including engineering, sales, marketing, project 
management, manufacturing and purchasing departments. 
It’s an ideal 3D CAD viewer for optimal data sharing & collaboration. Users, technical or non-technical, 
can apply CADbro to check product manufacturing information, including data exchanging, interactive 
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3D CAD viewing, vivid 3D annotation and even advanced analysis capabilities commonly seen in more 
robust CAD packages. 
Since collaboration is such a critical factor in the success of bringing a product to market, CADbro has 
been designed to be used by both technical and non-technical users with a simple and easy-to-
understand user interface to directly read & save mainstream 3D neutral formats, like Catia, Parasolid, 
STEP, DWG/DXF & Parasolid etc, without the need for additional expensive licenses to interact with 
them. 
Unlike text editing software, adding remarks or suggestions in CAD isn't always easy for those 
unfamiliar with working in 3D space. CADbro's 3D annotation features make it easier for clients, 
suppliers and other stakeholders to check 3D models, add remarks and suggestions or any other 
information that can help get a product to market faster. 
While modelers can easily check their work with analysis tools directly from within most CAD systems, 
this isn't always ideal for those without licenses or technical know-how. Included with CADbro is a 
powerful set of analysis tools for verifying parts and assemblies throughout the product development 
lifecycle, including face, draft and thickness measuring tools. 
“CADbro is definitely the ideal 3D CAD viewer to ease the communication across departments in your 
enterprise,” said Colin Lin, Director of ZWSOFT Overseas Business.  
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